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Courses: JCGS organizes a number of courses for graduate and post-graduate students such as;

International Development Finance and South-South Cooperation, Political economy of Africa,

Politics of Developing Nations, International Political Economy: Topics on Development and

Latin America, Sustainable Development and Climate Change and The Politics of Development.

Research and Publications: Developing a strong research agenda focused around three key

themes which are addressing Global South development challenges, assessing the role of South-

South Cooperation in addressing the 2030’s Global Agenda for sustainable development, and

mapping innovative finance for development mechanisms.

Conferences, Seminars and Workshops: Organizing conferences, seminars, workshops, and other

events like public readings and lectures.

Active Collaboration: Building a strong network with other national and international Global

South studies and South-South Cooperation research institutions inside and outside India, in

order to share ideas and to promote the active exchange of research scholars and students (i.e.

institutions from India - RIS, and international institutions-Institute for Global Dialogue in

South Africa).

Jindal Centre for the Global South conducts policy-oriented research, dialogue, and training into the

social, economic, and political issues across countries of the Global South with a special emphasis on

South-South Cooperation and its underpinning development opportunities for the Global South

countries. Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly poverty eradication,

requires national policies, and international and regional cooperation that supports development

efforts. The Centre promotes the unity of the South in achieving the SDGs while recognizing the

diversity of national interests and priorities. While bringing about international cooperation

between research experts, students and faculties from a variety of disciplines, JCGS has an

interdisciplinary approach towards learning.

Activities undertaken by the Centre:
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5th June 2021: “World Environment Day 2021” 

Speakers: Prof. Sanatan Nayak, Prof. Kazi Sohag, Prof. Naveen Arora
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Webinar Series: Highlights

Professor Sanatan Nayak, the head of the Department of

Economics at Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University,

Lucknow, spoke about “India and the pollution control based on

the International Climate Change Agreement.” His talk covered

the linkages between the Human Economy and the Environment,

development of pollution regulations, International agreement

to pollution control, India’s commitments, and achievement to

pollution control. 

Professor Kazi Sohag, Associate Professor at Graduate School of

Economics and Management, Ural Federal University, Russia,

spoke on “Environmental Policy and Ecological Footprint

Linkage: Mitigation Measures of Renewable Energy and

Innovation.” He spoke about the role of environmental policy

effects on the ecological footprints, corroborating the roles of

renewable energy and innovation in the context of OECD

countries. 

Professor Naveen Arora from Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar

University, Lucknow, talked about “Environmental sustainability,

the issues and viable solutions related to it.” He began his lecture

by familiarizing the audience with the Big Bang Theory and the

timeline of the origin of life on earth. His lecture, including the

loss in biodiversity, global land degradation, etc. He also

addressed the theme of Environment Day 2021 as restoration.

The webinar concluded with active discussions with the

audience. 

 



June 11, 2021 - “Latin America Post Covid-19 Pandemic: Regional Socio-Economic

Implications And Policy Pathway to Recovery.” 
Speakers: Professor Nelson Fabian López Barrero, Professor Mack Cleam Pena Argandona, Professor

(Dr.) Evodio Kaltenecker

Professor Nelson Fabian López Barrero spoke about the

impact of the coronavirus pandemic in Colombia. He

focused on the steps & policy measures. Colombia has

taken many steps to mitigate the pandemic and its

economic effects. The speaker also put forward a number

of suggestions and decisions that could help the

circumstances. 

Professor Mack Cleam Pena Argandona spoke about the

economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic in Peru in

the webinar. He initiated by familiarising everyone with

the pre-covid economic conditions and gave a landscape

of Peru’s current complex political situation. Through

various facts and figures, Professor Mack depicted how

devastating the pandemic has been for the country, in not

only an economic aspect but many other aspects. 

Dr. Evodio Kaltnecker, Assistant Professor of

International Business, EGADE Business School del

Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico, spoke about the

impact of the coronavirus pandemic on Brazilian and

Mexican economies. Professor Evodio opened his

presentation by giving a brief political and economic

history of Brazil and Mexico from the past decade. Dr.

Evodio spoke about three challenges that a post-covid-

pandemic world would face; these challenges are those of

asymmetry, geopolitics, and mistrust in governments. He

also gave a brief remedy for the above issues. The session

was concluded by questions from the moderator and

audience members.
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JCGS BLOG: SNIPPETS

The Magnitude of International Trade in Terms of

Economic Burgeoning

by Siddharth Watve (30 August 1997 – 06 May 2021)

The author Siddharth Watve, through his research paper

published posthumous, focuses on the important tactics

through which international trade aids in economic

development and highlights subsequent trading styles. The

paper further highlights the positive outcomes of

international trade and how it contributes to economic

enhancement. As a phenomenon of exchange, International

Trade enables nations to expand their market to allow for the

availability of goods and services that would otherwise be

attainable on domestic grounds. Lastly, the paper illustrates

the pros of international trade as a tool in accelerating the

economic development process and its drawbacks for the

nations.

Muslim Brotherhood: Root Cause of Qatar

Crisis?

by Sanjali Mitra

The author Sanjali enlightens us with the three and a half year

long Qatar crisis. The anti–Qatar bloc comprising of Saudi Arabia,

the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Egypt and Bahrain imposed a

diplomatic and economic embargo on Qatar and suggested

reasons for the Qatar crisis as being Qatar’s economic dimension

with Iran, the impact of Al-Jazeera and Qatar’s support for Muslim

Brotherhood. Therefore, taking into account some of the claims

and evidences, the paper systematically takes us through the

historical account of the region to a brief description with regard

to the development of the issue, finally concerning itself of

whether the idea of Muslim Brotherhood that flourished with the

arrival of Shaykh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, the most influential Islamic

scholar or “ulama” in the Arab world, is the root cause of the Qatar

crisis?

Refugee Crisis in India during the

COVID-19 Pandemic

by Sriharsha Ravi Madichetty
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Women In Transition: ‘The Case of Saudi

Arabia’

By:  Shukria Yari

Sriharsha’s article provides a conscientious insight about the

refugee crisis in India, especially during the times of global

pandemic. The author sheds light upon the miserable and

life threatening situation of refugees due to the imposition of

lockdown in the country: a major proportion of whom are

surrounded by lack of clarity vis-à-vis their legal status to

reside in the nation which in turn forces them to be

employed in the unorganized sectors and become daily wage

workers and yet, the lockdown has meant that people

working in these sectors are no longer able to earn an

income. The author discusses the challenges faced by both

UNHRC as well as the Indian government due to the

pandemic and as a result, availability of limited resources. 

In this article, Shukria described women's issues in Saudi

Arabia, which is one of the countries that has the strictest

laws when it comes to women’s rights. She writes that most

of the time women’s issues in Saudi Arabia are discussed

by foreign scholars or by anonymous people from Saudi

Arabia via social media. The article discusses the Saudi

society which mainly operates on Islamic principles and

Arab customs. Since it has a high cultural homogeneity

based on tribal and Islamic affiliations, it is often difficult

to differentiate between Islamic principles and Arabic

customs. Lastly the article mentions the recent laws passed

by the King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, believed to

have brought some progress for the women of Saudi

Arabia.
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“Mr. Watve was an ideal student of JGU, with total sincerity

towards academics and a fervent ambition to contribute to

India’s rise in the world. He did full justice to his potential as a

budding scholar until the pandemic cruelly snatched him away

from us.” - Dr. Sreeram Sundar Chaulia, Dean at JSIA 

“He was an intelligent student with a very bright future. He was

one of the best students in my class. I will always be

remembering him. My thoughts and prayers will always be with

his family.” - Dr. Hebatallah Adam, Director of JCGS 

“Siddharth was ambitious and he wanted to create a change in

society. He wanted to pioneer a new field study called "agro-

preneurship", where agriculture would be removed away from

the clutches of "subsidies" that the farmers will be on their own.

He always indulged into very constructive, brainstorming

conversations with our fellow classmates.” - Dnyanashri

Kulkarni, Vice President of Student Council 

In honour of Siddharth’s memory the JCGS team has humbly included

the two presentations he worked on along with the newsletter for

everyone to go through.  




















